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Deja Vu
Hook: 14- 10 nymph
Thread: 8/0 Black
Tail: White Z-lon
Body: Tan antron or rabbit dubbing
Wingcase: Pheasant tail
Legs: 1 olive brown biot out each side
Head: Peacock herl (Optional)

Tying Instructions:







Tie in a a clump of Z-lon at bend of hook and trim to about 1/3 length of the body.
Tie in pheasant tail fibers with tips extending back over tail.
Spin tan dubbing on to thread and wrap forward to just before eye of hook.
Pull pheasant tail forward over tan dubbing and secure with thread and trim.
Tie in a brown goose biot out each side for legs. Legs should extend
approximately the length of the body.
Trim, whip finish, and head cement.
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Peacock Boatman
Hook: 14 to 10 Nymph
Thread: 8/0 Black
Body: Peacock Herl
Wingcase: Mottled turkey or pheasant tail
Legs: 1 olive goose biot out each side

Tying Instructions:







Tie in pheasant tail or mottled turkey at bend of hook with tips pointing back.
Tie in 3 strands of peacock herl by their tips.
Wrap peacock herl forward to just before eye of hook and secure with thread.
Pull pheasant or turkey forward over the peacock herl and secure with thread and
trim.
Tie in 1 olive goose biot out each side as legs. Legs should extend the length of
the body.
Trim, whip finish, and head cement.
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Water Boatman
Hook: 14-10 Nymph
Thread: 6/0 Black
Body: Yellow or tan yarn
Legs: Black superfloss
Shellback: Pheasant tail
Water Bubble: Thick silver wire

Tying Instructions:







Tie in a strand of superfloss out either side of the middle of the hook shank.
Tie in pheasant tail with tips extending back.
Dub yarn on to thread and wrap forward, around the legs and up to the eye of
the hook.
Tie in thick silver wire, and wrap back over the dubbing about 5 mm or 2 hook
eyes. Wrap back and forth until all the dubbing in this area is covered in silver
wire. Tie off wire at eye of hook.
Pull pheasant tail over body and secure with thread at eye of hook.
Trim, whip finish, and head cement.

